Abstract This paper is concerned with the assessment of seismic drift demands in steel moment frames designed to comply with Eurocode 8 provisions, with due account for cyclic and in-cycle degradation. In addition to degradation effects, the main parameters examined include the ground motion frequency content as well as the level of constant relative strength or inelasticity. To represent a wide range of structural characteristics, a set of 54 multi-storey frames are considered, in which the number of stories, steel profiles, seismic hazard and compliance criteria are varied. Detailed incremental dynamic analyses are performed on the full set of frames using a suite of 56 far-field ground motion records, which are scaled appropriately to achieve different levels of inelastic demand or equivalent behaviour factors. The seismic performance is evaluated in terms of maximum global and local drifts as well as beam chord rotations. Characteristic results show that maximum response in terms of global deformations and inter-storey drifts is significantly affected by degradation phenomena, along with the ground motion frequency content and the level of inelastic demand. For medium rise typologies subjected to earthquakes with relatively high frequency content, concentration of seismic demand in terms of inter-storey drift is captured by the degrading models and leads to early development of plastic mechanisms. The seismic demand scenarios used in this study, through spectral acceleration-based scaling of ground motions, indicate that the influence of degradation can be significant not only at collapse levels but also at those associated with typical design situations. Finally, based on the extensive analyses carried out in this investigation, expressions for predicting the global and local demands are proposed and discussed.
Introduction
The accurate prediction of seismic drift demands in multi-storey framed structures plays an essential role in assessment and design procedures since damage can be largely related to deformation levels. Whilst various response parameters have been proposed for use in conjunction with performance based approaches, the probability of exceeding specific representations of global or local drifts continue to be the main features in current seismic design guides and provisions (CEN 1998; FEMA P 2009; FEMA P 2012) .
Estimation of lateral drift demands in steel multi-storey frames has typically been conveniently determined through simplified methods, including: (1) specific assessment and design procedures through which inelastic drifts are related to elastic structural analysis; (2) idealisation of the structure using equivalent single-degree-of-freedom systems (SDOF); (iii) various simplified multi-degree-of-freedom representations (MDOF). The first method, which is widely employed in design codes, involves the modification of elastic drifts through simple approaches, such as the equal displacement rule adopted in Eurocode 8 (EC8) (CEN 1998) or other variations such as in ASCE 7-16 (ASCE/SEI 2016).
The second aforementioned method, involving the idealisation of a structure as a SDOF, neglects various important factors (e.g. strength and stiffness distribution and higher mode effects) but it still offers a simple and powerful approach for assessing inelastic demand. This method is therefore still used in seismic guidelines such as in Annex B of EC8 in which the widely-used 'N2 method' is adopted (Fajfar and Fischinger 1988) . Previous studies on SDOF idealisations have consistently shown that inelastic seismic demand is primarily governed by the elastic period of the oscillator (T), hysteretic characteristics of the constitutive model, post-yield stiffness, frequency content of ground motion, and level of inelasticity or ductility. The latter parameter has been primarily assessed in terms of constant ductility inelastic displacement ( ) and constant relative strength ( R ). This is typically presented in the form of R-μ-T relationships that are calibrated for several scenarios in order to improve the estimation of inelastic displacement at the SDOF level (e.g. Miranda and Bertero 1994; Vidic et al. 1994) .
Using MDOF representations of multi-storey frames offers more realistic response assessment, for which various simplifications have been employed in previous studies. These idealisations include using a linear first mode profile tuning of strength and stiffness along the height for generic frames (e.g. Medina and Krawinkler 2005) in order to enable adequate control of the response characteristics. Other researchers (e.g. Pettinga and Priestley 2005; Uang and Maarouf 1994; Karavasilis et al. 2008 ) assessed and calibrated drift modification factors using framed structures which are designed to specific codes. Several recent investigations (Elghazouli et al. 2014; Kumar et al. 2013 ) also examined the influence of frequency content of ground motion on the global and inter-storey drift demands response of a large set of moment-resisting steel frames (MRF) designed to EC8.
Although various studies have examined in detail the drift demands in code-designed multi-storey frames, there is a need for further assessment of the influence of strength and stiffness degradation phenomena. With the developments in performance-based seismic design necessitating more reliable prediction of seismic demands, a number of studies have been undertaken on understanding the sources of degrading phenomena, particularly with respect to their influence on collapse level assessments. Initial research on the response of idealised SDOF systems characterised by deteriorating hysteretic behaviour include the studies of Rahnama and Krawinkler (1993) , and Song and Pincheira (2000) . As expected, larger displacements where observed in degrading systems, yet the effect of cyclic stiffness 1 3 degradation was found to be relatively small. It was shown that strength degradation can greatly affect the response if the hysteretic energy demand approaches the capacity of the structural system. Displacement amplification ratios (i.e. between degrading and nondegrading systems) were found to vary significantly with the degradation rate and type of ground motion. The displacement amplification ratios, considered for rock or firm soil conditions, ranged from 1.0 for long periods up to 2.0 for short periods (e.g. T = 0.3 s . Ratios up to 3.0 were found for short periods under soft soil conditions. Other studies have also been conducted considering different hysteretic systems as well as wider ranges of SDOF oscillators and ground motion records (De Luca et al. 2013; Ruiz-García and Miranda 2003; Ruiz-García and Miranda 2006; Ibarra et al. 2005) .
In addition to studies on SDOF systems, a number of investigations have also considered the effect of degradation on MDOF systems for the structural collapse level assessment of reinforced concrete structures Ayoub 2008, 2009; Ayoub and Chenouda 2009 ) and steel moment-resisting frames (Amiri et al. 2014; Elkady and Lignos 2014; Flores et al. 2014; Lignos et al. 2012 ). More recently, Tsitos et al. (2018) examined the effect of degradation modelling on the response of multi-storey steel moment frames with due consideration of the level of constant relative strength ( q ′ ), the ratio of fundamental periods ( T 1 ) and the mean period of ground motions ( T m ). When the inelastic displacement ratios of global and local inelastic drifts were directly compared (i.e. between degrading and nondegrading systems), amplifications of up to 16% in global drifts were found due to the incorporation of degradation (cyclic and in-cycle) .
In this paper, a detailed assessment of the inelastic demand and global seismic performance, using 54 steel moment-resisting frames, is presented. This large set of frames was designed in order to have a representative sample of typical low-to medium rise construction in Europe. Along with simple nonlinear static pushover analysis procedures, constant relative strength levels of demand ( q ′ were imposed through nonlinear response history analysis (NRHA) using a suite of ground motion records. A twofold modelling approach is employed in order to contrast and quantify the effects of degrading systems against more conventional non-degrading representations. Particular emphasis is given to assessing the influence of the frequency content of ground motion, represented herein by the mean period ( T m ). More specifically, the paper proposes simple relationships for the prediction of drift and rotations demands using: (1) a global modification factor to estimate the maximum inelastic roof displacement, (2) a local modification factor to determine the maximum expected inter-storey drift, (3) a rotation modification factor to predict the maximum inelastic rotation at the ends of beam elements. The suggested expressions incorporate the influence of key structural parameters, and account for cyclic and in-cycle steel degradation as well as the frequency content of ground motion records.
Structural systems and loading conditions

Design and modelling assumptions
To assess the influence of degradation modelling on the nonlinear dynamic response, a large set of steel moment frames that satisfy the design provisions of EC3 (CEN 1993) and EC8 (CEN 1998) was considered. Figure 1 shows a plan and elevations of the typical structural system, which consists of three lateral resisting moment frames in the in-plane direction, whereas braced systems provide lateral load resistance in the orthogonal direction.
Both lateral load-resisting systems were assumed acting separately because of the symmetry and regularity of the buildings. This assumption permits the design of moment-resisting frames as plane frames (2-D) by utilising the lateral force method of analysis. The interior moment frames were considered in this study, where the tributary area corresponds to half of the plan area and produces the most critical gravity load scenario. As shown in Fig. 1 , each frame consists of 3 bays of 6.0 m span, a first storey height of 4.5 m, with all other stories being 3.5 m each. Four different number of stories were considered, namely 3, 5, 7 and 9 stories that are herein referred to as Sets A, B, C and D, respectively. The main objective of the selection of this catalogue of frames was to offer a wide array of fundamental periods of vibration as well as a broad range of other key structural parameters. This is aligned with the selection and design approach followed in previous related studies (Elghazouli et al. 2014; Kumar et al. 2013; Tsitos et al. 2018 ) on similar EC8 code-compliant frames.
The design for gravity and seismic actions according to EC3 and EC8, considered 5.8 kN∕m 2 as permanent dead loads (DL) for the typical floors and 5.0 kN∕m 2 for the roof. The imposed loads (LL) were 3.0 kN∕m 2 for all stories. The standard load combination was used for the calculation of the seismic masses and action effects ( 1.0DL + 0.3LL ). Typical European steel profiles were used for the columns (HE) and the beams (IPE) for all frames. A nominal steel yield strength of 355 MPa (i.e. S355) was assumed along with a capacity design material over-strength factor ov of 1.25 (Elghazouli 2010) . It should be noted that recent studies (e.g. Braconi et al. 2015; Nofal et al. 2013 ) have carried out statistical assessments of European steel of various grades, based on which a higher value of 1.28 was proposed for S355. However, the current EC8 value is adopted herein, as this study considers different levels of inelastic demand which are anchored to the 'actual' yield capacity of each frame, hence should not be notably affected by the specific choice of the over-strength factor. The same sections were used for the external and internal columns at a given storey, but varied along the height. Likewise, beams were kept uniform for each storey, but varied along the height.
The beam-to-column connections are assumed to be fully restrained, therefore they were capacity designed according to EC8 seismic provisions. This ensures the modelling assumption of developing plastic hinges in the beams and without yielding in the connections. Seismic design was carried out considering different seismic hazard conditions through different combinations of peak ground acceleration (PGA), soil conditions and drift limits. Wind loads were not explicitly considered in the design of the frames as it was assumed to be governed by seismic demand in medium-to-high seismicity regions. Besides, framed systems designed to EC8 typically exhibit considerable levels of lateral over-strength, which provides significant inherent resistance to wind loads (Elghazouli 2010) . A behaviour factor ( q ) equal to 4.0 was assumed in the design process. The decision of using a lower value than the upper-bound allowed by the code is based on the necessity of controlling the significant design over-strength levels typically obtained in frames designed to EC8 (Elghazouli 2010) . Those levels can often reach values higher than the assumed behaviour factor. It is however important to note that the constant relative strength levels of demand used herein for the assessment of the frames are anchored to the actual yield capacity of the structures as determined by pushover analyses (this procedure and the record scaling approach are introduced in subsequent part of this paper). Therefore, the selection of the behaviour factor should not have a notable effect on the assessments presented in this investigation.
According to the provisions of EC8, the lateral force method was applied for the seismic design of the frames, in which the distribution of lateral loads over the height is based on a linear first-mode response. Both the inter-storey serviceability limits and the P-delta effect (through the sensitivity coefficient ) were satisfied according to the code requirements. Initially, the lowest limit was targeted (i.e. < 0.1 ) in order to avoid consideration of second order effects. However, for frames in which was calculated between 0.1 and 0.2, seismic actions were amplified by the factor 1/(1 -) as stipulated in the code. Further details regarding the significant influence of the second order criteria on the design of steel framed structures can be found elsewhere (Tsitos et al. 2018; Elghazouli 2010) .
The final member sizes, together with the main structural characteristics, of the designed frames are given in Tables 1, 2. The fundamental period T 1 obtained from eigenvalue analysis ranges from 0.40 to 1.91 s. The total height of the frames is 11.5, 18.5, 25.5 and 32.5 m, for the 3, 5, 7 and 9 story frames, respectively. The plasticity resistance ratio (also referred to as u ∕ 1 in EC8) represents the ratio of base shear ( V y ) when the plastic mechanism has developed in the system to the base shear corresponding to the first yield ( V 1 ), both as obtained from pushover analyses. The values IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE300, HEM600, HEM600, HEM600, HEM600, HEM600, HEM600, HEB450 Table 2 Design and structural characteristic details of the frames used in this study (Part II) Frame ID Structural steel profiles
Structural properties
Beams (first row) and columns (second row) from first storey upwards
IPE400, IPE400, IPE400, IPE400, IPE400, IPE400, IPE300, HEB450, HEB450, HEB450, HEB400, HEB400, HEB400, HEB300
1.66 0.54 25.50 1.92 0.18 0.75 0.83 3.36 C09 IPE750x137, IPE750x137, IPE750x137, IPE600, IPE600, IPE600, IPE400, HEM800, HEM800, HEM800, HEM700, HEM700, HEM700, HEB450 
D08
IPE750x137, IPE750x137, IPE750x137, IPE600, IPE600, IPE600, IPE500, IPE500, IPE360, HEM800, HEM800, HEM800, HEM700, HEM700, HEM700, HEM600, HEM600, HEM500 0.92 0.34 32.50 1.24 0.12 0.97 0.76 3.71 D09 IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE400, HEB450, HEB450, HEB450, HEB400, HEB400, HEB400, HEB400, HEB400, HEB300
1.69 0.55 32.50 1.15 0.37 0.69 0.84 1.92 D10 IPE550, IPE550, IPE550, IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE500, IPE450, HEM600, HEM600, HEM600, HEM600, HEM600, HEM550, HEM550, HEM500, HEM450
1.28 0.42 32.50 1.35 0.09 0.89 0.80 3.84 D11 IPE750x137, IPE600, IPE600, IPE600, IPE600, IPE600, IPE500, IPE500, IPE450, HEM800, HEM800, HEM800, HEM700, HEM700, HEM600, HEM550, HEM500, HEM450 0.99 0.35 32.50 1.35 0.12 0.91 0.77 4.00 D12 IPE600, IPE600, IPE600, IPE600, IPE600, IPE600, IPE500, IPE500, IPE400, HEM700, HEM700, HEM700, HEM700, HEM700, HEM700, HEM600, HEM600, HEM400
1.05 0.37 32.50 1.33 0.12 0.78 0.81 3.62 D13 IPE450, IPE450, IPE450, IPE450, IPE450, IPE450, IPE400, IPE400, IPE360, HEB500, HEB500, HEB500, HEB400, HEB400, HEB360, HEB360, HEB360, HEB360 of plasticity resistance ratios range from 1.15 to 2.42. The beam-to-column ratio ( ) was calculated for the storey closest to the mid-height of the frame and is defined by the ratio of summation of second moment of area ( I ) over the length of the member (l)
where the subscripts b and c represent beams and columns respectively. The distribution of ranges from 0.07 to 0.37. The relative storey stiffness parameter ( ) is estimated as the ratio of the maximum inter-storey drift for the upper half of the system to the lower half of the frame. The inter-storey drift profile obtained from Eigenvalue analysis was used for its computation and the distribution of sample ranges from 0.69 to 1.03. This parameter was initially introduced by Kumar et al. (2013) (therein referred to as 3 ) and proved to be a simple and useful measure for capturing the flexibility of the upper stories that might experience earlier yielding and hence relatively higher drift demands due to higher mode effects. The first mode participation factor is denoted as and computed using eigenvalue analysis. The greater the value of the more first-mode dominated the system is and therefore the less the contribution of higher modes effects. The distribution of the first mode participation factor ranges from 0.76 to 0.90 where as expected generally shorter frames are more first-mode controlled. Finally, o , a parameter introduced by Karavasilis et al. (2008) is utilised to account for the formation of plastic mechanisms. It corresponds to a ratio among the average of the plastic moments of resistance of the columns of the first storey, and the average of the plastic moments of resistance of all beams in the frame. Higher values of o cause a delay on plastic mechanism formation and it is discussed in more details below.
Ground motion records and key structural parameters
To perform the incremental dynamic analyses (IDA) on the study frames, a suite of 56 ground motions records was used, comprising both horizontal components from 28 strong-motion recordings from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) database NGA-West2 (Ancheta et al. 2014) . The set comprised large moment magnitude earthquakes (between 6.5 and 7.62) and moderate distances of the recording station site from the source (8.7-97 km), all recorded on firm soils according to the NEHRP soil classification. Table 3 describes each individual record alongside the main characteristics: moment magnitude ( M w ), fault mechanism, mean period ( T m ) and distance to the source (R s ). Note that the T m column contains the mean period for both horizontal directional components.
Several frequency content parameters have been proposed in previous studies Miranda and Ruiz-Garcia (2002) and Rathje et al. (2004) . For instance, a common and simple frequency content quantity is the predominant period (T p ), that defines the period of the record based on the maximum peak of the acceleration response spectrum, this was used by Miranda and Ruiz-García (2002) where stiffness degradation influence was assessed under soft soil conditions. Another option is the smoothed spectral predominant period (T o ), which offers an average of the periods in the acceleration response spectrum normalized by a weighting factor corresponding to the natural logarithm of the spectral acceleration at the same period (e.g. Rathje et al. 2004 ). However, the mean period (T m ) has been selected herein because of its simplicity and reliable estimation in comparison with other alternative parameters considered, as was shown by Rathje et al. (1998) . The mean period is determined as follows:
where C i is the Fourier amplitude at frequency f i obtained by applying a discrete Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for frequencies between 0.25 and 20 Hz, whereas Δ f corresponds to the frequency step used in the FFT computation. As can be observed, the mean period uses the full range of frequencies of engineering interest, utilising weighted average of the periods in the frequency domain over a user-defined frequency range, for which Fourier amplitudes are used herein as proportional weighting. This method, which does not require the computation of acceleration response spectra, has been consistently used in previous studies to characterise the ground motion frequency content (Kumar et al. 2013; Tsitos et al. 2018; Kumar et al. 2011) . Figure 2 shows distributions and correlations for the structural properties of frames used in this study. This scatter plot depicts the distribution of each individual variable in the diagonal, which at the same time defines the parameters pairs plot out of the diagonal. Hence, local trends or inherent correlations can be observed between the fundamental period (T 1 ), second period (T 2 ), plasticity resistance ratio (α), relative storey stiffness (β), first-mode participation factor (γ), plastic mechanism rate (α o ) and period ratio (T 1 /T m ).
Besides providing an insight into the distribution of the various structural parameters, this matrix is particularly useful for preliminary inspection of the data, since if two or more variables are strongly correlated and one of them is found to influence the prediction of inelastic demands (e.g. drifts or rotations), the inelastic drift is expected to depend upon the other variable as well. For instance, from the local scatter plots between (T 1 /T m ) and (α o ) in the bottom right of Fig. 2 , it can be seen that the plastic mechanism rate decreases for lower values of the period ratio. Another interesting correlation is that between the firstmode participation factor (γ) and the plastic mechanism rate (α o ) where the latter increases for lower values of γ. Since γ has been widely used as a proxy of the higher mode influence, it makes sense for α to be higher (i.e. delaying the onset of plastic mechanism) when the influence of higher modes is potentially more significant. It is also worth noting the relation between the plasticity resistance ratio (α) and the plastic mechanism rate (α o ) which increase together. Hence, the available over-strength after the first plasticity produced by internal strength redistribution is due to the much higher capacity of the lowermost elements.
Numerical modelling
The two-dimensional frames considered in this study were modelled using the open-source software OpenSEES (McKenna 2011). Two modelling approaches were followed throughout the study, namely (1) fibre-based distributed plasticity without degradation and (2) lumped plasticity able to consider degrading phenomena of the steel sections. Although the distributed plasticity model does not take into account degradation, it was used as a benchmark, since this approach has been widely employed and validated in seismic analysis studies and; additionally, it is relatively unaffected by viscous damping modelling (Chopra and McKenna 2016) . Initially, lumped plasticity model without deterioration was considered as well, which yielded similar results with the distributed plasticity model and is therefore not presented herein.
The first approach based on distributed plasticity, henceforth referred to as "non-degrading" models, consists of force-based non-linear beam-column elements for representing beams and columns, as shown in Fig. 3a . The constituent fibres are defined by an elastoplastic material with 0.5% strain hardening. The second approach, henceforth referred to as "degrading" models, is made up of rotational springs used to idealise the plastic hinges at the ends of beams and columns (Fig. 3b) , which are characterised by the degrading modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler (modified IK) hysteretic bilinear model (Ibarra et al. 2005; Lignos and Krawinkler 2010) , that was subsequently adopted in the PEER/ATC-72 report (ATC 2010) . The modified IK model takes into account the cyclic degradation through a rate of deterioration ( ), which is controlled by a rule developed by Rahnama and Krawinkler (1993) on the basis of the hysteretic energy dissipated due to the cyclic loading demand on the component. In this model, the nonlinear springs were located at a distance of half the beam depth from the column flange, with rigid off-sets used in between. Besides, no lateral torsional buckling effects were allowed and no slab effects were considered. The deterioration is concentrated in the inelastic springs at the end of the beams, and deterioration phenomena in the connections are not considered since they are capacity designed and remain largely elastic. Other studies in which deterioration in partial strength connections is examined can be found elsewhere (e.g. Montuori et al. 2017) .
Column web panel zones were considered for both structural models, and shear-distortion behaviour using a zero-length element was characterised according to the tri-linear hysteretic model proposed by Gupta and Krawinkler (1999) . EC8 compliant design of the column web panel zones led to relatively strong panel zones, incorporating doubler plates of the same thickness as the column web, that typically remain largely elastic, in agreement with the observations made in previous studies Castro et al. (2008) , Elghazouli et al. (2008) . The study in this paper is restricted to steel frames in which full disconnection from the slab at the beam ends is considered as permitted in EC8. Also, for second order effects, as there are no internal gravity columns, equivalent frame representations or leaning column systems were not considered. The 2D numerical representation based on one internal MRF with a higher level of gravity load, characterises well the global behaviour of this typology of buildings. Geometric nonlinearities were considered through the corotational approach and the gravity load considered in the NTHA was assumed to be the same as that used in the gravity design analysis. Further details of the above modelling approaches can be found elsewhere (Tsitos et al. 2018) .
Although the main aim of the study was to focus on the influence of degradation modelling and ground motion frequency content, particular attention was given to viscous damping in order to define a consistent representation of inherent damping for both modelling approaches used. The sensitivity of MDOF structural systems to different damping assumptions has been examined in previous studies and various issues have been raised, particularly when the Rayleigh damping approach is used (Chopra and McKenna 2016; Charney 2008; Hardyniec and Charney 2015) . Distributed plasticity was found to be relatively insensitive to viscous damping approaches, whilst lumped plasticity models can develop spurious dynamic response depending on the viscous damping model adopted, especially when the initial stiffness proportional Rayleigh damping is assigned to zero-length elements (Chopra and McKenna 2016) . In contrast, other researchers Lignos et al. (2012) and Zareian and Medina (2010) were able to overcome this shortcoming by avoiding stiffnessproportional damping in plastic hinges alongside modification to the local stiffness matrix of the elastic beam-column elements. In the current study the latter approach was used; therefore the zero-length elements in the concentrated plasticity models were excluded from the assignment of damping properties, and also the stiffness matrices of the elastic elements between plastic hinges were modified through an "n" modification factor equal to 10, as recommended by Zareian and Medina (2010) . This enabled the utilisation of initial stiffness proportional damping for both modelling approaches.
Three different Rayleigh-based damping models were tested: initial proportional stiffness where damping was assigned to plastic hinges (RI), initial proportional stiffness with no damping assigned to the plastic hinges and local stiffness modification (RI with Mod), and tangent proportional stiffness (RT). When the response is elastic, it can be observed that the system is unaffected by the damping approach for both structural models, as also reported by Chopra and McKenna (2016) . To illustrate this, Fig. 4 shows the response history of Frame D05 under the 1979 Imperial Valley record scaled by a factor of 1.5, which corresponds to an equivalent constant relative strength ( q ′ ) of 3, using the 3 damping models described above. The effects of damping become apparent once the system yields, especially when RI is used and an over-damped response is obtained. Based on assessments performed for different cases, RI with a modified damping model is adopted in this study for degrading system and classical RI is employed for the non-degrading counterpart.
Finally, it is worth noting that in other structural configurations, such as concentrically braced frames (CBFs), can be affected by viscous damping approach even when fibre models are used (e.g., Karamanci and Lignos 2014) .
Assessment of seismic demands
Pushover characteristics
Before discussing the extensive results obtained from the dynamic response history analyses carried out, it is useful to first examine the nonlinear static (pushover) response for the various frame sets (i.e. A, B, C and D). The fundamental modal shape was used as the lateral loading pattern for all the pushover analyses and the results are presented in terms of base shear, normalised by the product of seismic weight W and plasticity resistance ratio (α), versus the roof drift ratio. In Fig. 5 , the pushover curves for both the degrading (solid line) and non-degrading (dashed line) models are presented. A wide range of pushover response parameters was obtained for the entire set of steel frames, in terms of strength, over-strength, ductility, initial stiffness, capping and post-capping stiffness (degrading model), among others. It is worth noting at this stage that the solid lines of degrading models are representative of the 'initial backbone curves' of the degrading hysteretic model from the Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler (IMK) (Ibarra et al. 2005 ) approach, therefore only in-cycle deterioration can be observed here. A wide range of cyclic degradation rates ( Λ ) was inherent in the frames considered. These equivalent rates were quantified by a simplified methodology that utilises MDOF cyclic nonlinear static pushovers so that an equivalent cyclic degradation parameter can be estimated. The global equivalent cyclic degradation rate, Λ , ranges from 7 to 21. It is important to note that no corrections were made to the pushover curves as stipulated in PEER 72 (ATC 2010) (e.g., Option 3) since this was directly incorporated in the detailed NRHA. The capacity at first yield, used in this study to determine the scaling factors of the ground motion records, is also unaffected by these corrections.
Due to the general in plan structural configuration of the building typologies, in which all frames are lateral resisting, softening attributed to P−Δ effects is not notable in the global pushover curves. The pushover response was also used to verify the capacity design procedure, including the location and sequence of formation of plastic hinges, hence satisfying the weak-beam strong-column design criteria. The performance of panel zones was also verified through the pushovers, and exhibited largely elastic behaviour. Overall, the pushover response of both the non-degrading and degrading models is very similar in the elastic and post-yield hardening region (prior to the onset of degradation effects). This supports the calibration of the key parameters that shape the hysteretic degrading model developed by Lignos and Krawinkler (2010) , which considered a post-yield strength increase of 11% through M c ∕M y = 1.11 , where M c is the capping strength and M y corresponds to the effective yield strength of the components.
Dynamic analysis procedures
Incremental dynamic analyses (IDA) of the frames were carried out with appropriate scaling of the ground motion records in order to attain 4 different levels of expected inelasticity ( q ′ ) (i.e. constant relative strength). This can be compared with the strength reduction (or behaviour) factor in EC8 (i.e. q); the two parameters would coincide in the case of an optimal design without any over-strength. The selected measure to characterise the intensity of the ground where V 1 is the base shear of the structure determined at the formation of the first plastic hinge in the frame, using the results presented in Sect. 3.1; m is the seismic mass; γ 1 is the effective mass participation ratio corresponding to the first mode. It is worth noting in Eq. (2), that the intensity level ( q ′ ) represents a constant relative strength factor since it is anchored to the "real" lateral strength yield capacity of each individual structure (i.e. as obtained from pushover analysis with "first-mode" lateral load pattern). This ground motion scaling formulation has been used in several previous studies Karavasilis et al. (2008) , Kumar et al. (2013) and Tsitos et al. (2018) . The methodology follows closely the philosophy of the typical strength reduction (or behaviour) factor in seismic codes, and is particularly suited for first mode-controlled structures. Overall, considering 4 different levels of expected inelasticity for each ground motion record for all 54 steel frames, more than 24,000 NRHA were performed to obtain the final data sets for both structural modelling approaches.
Plastic mechanisms
This section presents several observations on the plastic mechanisms developing in the study frames using the NRHA results. Those observations illustrate the main findings related to the higher concentration of inelastic seismic demand in lower levels of the frames when degradation models are used. This behaviour is related to the stiffness distribution over the height of the structural system, described by the structural parameter α o . Characteristic results are initially presented in terms of recorded maximum inter-storey drifts, grouped by the height of frames in sets, as previously defined in Sect. 2. This is followed by a discussion of the sequence of plastic hinge development as well as an assessment of the influence of α o on the findings.
Median profiles of maximum inter-storey drifts, IDR, are shown in Fig. 6 for the 4 sets of frames. It is important to note that the results are presented through central tendency as statistical measures, therefore individual performance such as development of a plastic mechanism is not readily evident, although several frames exhibited structural collapse at high levels of q ′ . Larger drifts are consistently observed for degrading models when compared with non-degrading models, for all height groups and levels of inelasticity. In the case of low-rise frames grouped in Sets A and B for 3-and 5-storey buildings, respectively, the height-wise drift profile distribution is uniform for both modelling approaches, and the higher the inelasticity level, the larger the demand due to deterioration. For medium-rise configurations (i.e. 7-and 9-storey frames), an increase in demand is observed at lower levels for degrading models compared to non-degrading counterparts. The progressive strength degradation in the lower levels, which is captured only by the degrading models, may explain this behaviour. On average, the top floors of Sets C and D experience similar lateral drift demands regardless of the structural modelling approach. However, in some cases, the drift demand in the top floors for non-degrading systems is larger leading to a shift in the drift profile, which is discussed further below.
To illustrate the shifting behaviour in the inter-storey drift profiles, Fig. 7 shows the sequence of change in drift demand for Frame D09 due to the 1992 Landers ground motion
for q � = 3, 4, 5 and 6 record for the 4 intensity levels. For the lowest levels of intensity (i.e. q ′ = 3 and q ′ = 4), both models sustain essentially identical drift demands. However, the distribution in demand changes at the higher levels of inelasticity, on the one hand magnifying the demand in the bottom part for the degrading model and on the other hand maintaining a uniform distribution of the drift profile for the non-degrading system. The result is a larger top storey demand in terms for drifts of the non-degrading configuration.
It is also interesting to assess a similar behaviour in terms of plastic chord rotations in beams. To this end, Fig. 8 depicts the development of plastic rotations in Frame C08 where similar observations can be made. Plastic rotation limits of the steel beam profiles Fig. 6 Median profiles of maximum inter-storey drifts for Frame Sets A, B, C and D for both degrading and non-degrading models are used as a reference in the figure, corresponding to the pre-capping plastic rotation, θ pc , of the idealised plastic hinge (i.e. difference between yield rotation and rotation at maximum moment).
As expected, the drift profile shifting was found to be related with the height-wise stiffness distribution of the frames. The influence of the relative storey stiffness, β, was initially assessed since it has been effectively used in previous studies (e.g. Kumar et al. 2013) to characterise the influence of higher-modes effects. However, its influence was not found to be as significant as that from the plastic mechanism rate parameter, α o , initially proposed by Karavasilis et al. (2008) and defined as follows:
where M RC,1,av is the average of the plastic moments of resistance of the columns of the first storey, and M RB,av corresponds to the average of the plastic moments of resistance of all beams in the frame. When α o increases, the mechanism action is delayed. Along with α o , the frequency content of ground motion was also found to have a notable influence on the shifting in the drift profile. Although the frequency content of the ground motion is incorporated in this study in terms of period ratios, T 1 /T m , to facilitate the interpretation of this specific aspect, the ground motion records were clustered for this purpose in three groups based on the range of mean period, T m , as shown in Table 4 . Figure 9 shows the representative results in terms of the maximum inter-storey ratio between degrading and non-degrading models of the 9-storey frames in Set D. The drift profile shifting can be simply detected if the ratio of the drifts crosses the vertical line of unity (i.e. same drift for both approaches). Results for two further sub sets of 9-storey Figure 9a , shows the response of the sub-set of frames with higher values of α o subjected to Group 3 of the ground motion records (low frequency). No evidence of shifting of the inter-storey drifts profile can be observed. In contrast, Fig. 9b shows the sub-set of frames with lower values of α o and using Group 1 records (high frequency); in this case there is evidence of the shifting of the demand profile and of the concentration of higher demands at the lower levels in degrading models.
Prediction of drifts and rotations
Global drift modification factor
Based on current seismic design codes, the maximum expected displacements are typically estimated by a displacement modification factor applied to the drifts obtained from elastic analysis. Accordingly, the global inelastic drift is assessed herein by recording the maximum roof displacements ( Δ max ) from the NRHA in order to determine a global drift modification factor (δ mod ), expressed as follows: where q ′ is the given level of inelasticity, Δ 1,roof is the roof displacement at first yield obtained from the pushover analysis as described in Sect. 3.1, and ( Δ max ) corresponds to the maximum roof displacement as obtained from the NRHA response. Hence, the global drift modification factor, can be viewed as a measure of deviation from the idealised "equal displacement rule" (EDR).
To provide an initial overview of the results, the values of δ mod obtained from the analyses are presented in terms of central tendency estimators in Fig. 10 . The counted sample mean and the standard deviation of the natural logarithm of δ mod are depicted for the entire database, for each individual level of intensity with and without degradation. As shown in Fig. 10 , values of δ mod around unity represent behaviour which approaches that of the equal displacement rule, which is used to estimate the maximum inelastic roof displacement in design codes such as EC8. From q ′ = 3 in Fig. 10a up to q ′ = 6 in Fig. 10d , all computed means are slightly higher than unity, implying that the EDR underestimates the maximum roof displacement, except for the lowest level of inelasticity, where the mean value is close to unity for both degrading and non-degrading cases. This overall result is refined below where the mean values of δ mod are evaluated considering the effect of frequency content of ground motion. However, in general, it is evident from Fig. 10 that the higher the level of inelastic demand, the higher the difference is between the degrading and non-degrading cases, and the same also applies to the level of scatter in the results. This is also reflected in the observation that the variance of the sample's distribution is dependent on the level of inelasticity ( q ′ ). Hereafter, a prediction model for the global drift modification factor is presented. Preliminary inspection of the results indicated that the period ratio (T 1 /T m ) and the inelasticity level ( q ′ ) are the main factors influencing the global drift modification factor. Therefore, a predictive relationship using these variables and previously presented by Kumar et al. (2013) is used herein as a basis which is developed and refined according to the extensive results obtained in this study. At this stage, it is important to note that the distribution of the counted δ mod values presented above (Fig. 10) is not strictly log-normally distributed since the ratios are unequal (Limpert et al. 2001) . However, as the assumed distribution of the data has a direct impact on the performance of the predictive regression analysis and supported by the so-called χ 2 goodness-of-fit test results (Weisberg 2005) , a log-normal distribution of the counted sample of δ mod is adopted. It is worth noting that generalised nonlinear models were initially considered, as were variable transformations; however, the more accurate transformations that were tested, for example a transformed variable such as
where f is a quadratic function in q ′ [i.e. f q ′ ], resulted in less intuitive predictive models, hence more complex. A practical approach was used, and the various preliminary nonlinear regressions considered were performed directly on the log-transformation of δ mod . For each functional form considered, the mean residuals were analysed. The relationship function for the global drift modification factor is given in Eq. (5). The nonlinear regressions performed to estimate the regression coefficients were conducted in Matlab and the coefficients are presented in Table 5 , along with the mean squared error (MSE). Likewise, the model for the standard deviation of ln mod is characterised by the functional form presented in Eq. (6), where σ o is equal to 0.33 and corresponds to the maximum value of the standard deviation that is obtained for q ′ = 6.
Figure 11 depicts the proposed relationship for both degrading and non-degrading cases when the inelasticity level is equal to 3. The 95% confidence interval in the estimate of the mean logarithmic drift is shown in the yellow region. The dotted lines designate the plus/ minus one standard deviation of the ln(δ mod ) of the nonlinear relationship indicated by the central solid line. Regarding the dispersion of the relationship, the wider band of the standard deviation is noticeable in the non-degrading case throughout the period ratios, consistently with the distributions presented above in Fig. 10 . Absolute values of the fitted relationship of δ mod can be observed in Fig. 12a , b for degrading and non-degrading cases, respectively. Although previous studies Karavasilis et al. (2008) and Kumar et al. (2013) have mainly used only non-degrading models, different ground motion records datasets, and other ground (5) motion scaling techniques, the presented results are consistent with former proposals of global modification factors. Three discrete regions can be observed for the response of both degrading and non-degrading cases. Within the middle (and wider) region, it is clear from both figures that the modification factor is relatively insensitive to tuning ratio values ranging from 1.0 to 2.8. For longer tuning periods, the modification factor does not exhibit similar trends for both degrading and non-degrading cases. In the case of non-degrading models, it increases linearly with T 1 /T m , whereas in the case of degrading systems the trend is almost flat throughout T 1 /T m . For short tuning periods below 1.0, both cases exhibit nonlinear trends that increase as T 1 /T m decreases. In this region, the higher the inelasticity level ( q ′ ), the more apparent the difference among structural models; this is directly quantified in Fig. 12c where the ratio of global modification factors of degrading over non-degrading models is presented.
The three distinctive regions discussed above, and the change in the pattern of the global drift modification factors with the tuning period, are in general agreement with observations made in previous studies on SDOF (e.g. Ruiz-García and Miranda 2006; Tsitos et al. 2018) and MDOF (e.g. Kumar et al. 2013; Tsitos et al. 2018) systems. In the first region, where T 1 /T m is below 1.0, δ mod increases as the tuning period decreases; the elongated period of the structure during the strong motion approaches the main period of the ground motion, hence amplifying the global drift and in turn δ mod . In the short region of T 1 /T m , the latter also explains the higher demand in the case of degrading models since deterioration phenomena by definition (i.e. strength and stiffness loss) influence the period elongation rate. For the intermediate range of T 1 /T m , as the fundamental period is elongated further, T 1 becomes higher than T m (i.e. moving away from first-mode resonance), hence the influence of tuning period in this middle range becomes less significant. For the third region (i.e. period ranges above 2.8), δ mod shows increasing trends with T 1 /T m as the mean period of the ground motion approaches the second-mode of the structure. The clear difference in the slope of δ mod trends between the non-degrading and degrading cases can be attributed in part to the concentration of inelastic demand in lower stories in the case of degrading models, as discussed in Sect. 3.3, leading to a reduced influence from higher modes.
With respect to the influence of q ′ , in general, the higher the intensity the higher the δ mod throughout all T 1 /T m ranges. However, in the case of degrading models, the change in δ mod is more significant when q ′ increases, with the behaviour being largely unaffected by degradation for values of q ′ = 3. This is illustrated further in Fig. 12c which depicts the ratio between mod,deg and δ mod . It is evident that the influence of deterioration modelling is most significant in the short region of T 1 /T m , and increases with higher q ′ . For values of T 1 /T m > 1.0, the effect of deterioration modelling becomes largely unaffected by the tuning period, but remains sensitive to q ′ . In addition, in this mid-to-high region of T 1 /T m , reflecting relatively long period structures, P-∆ effects may govern the response compared to the effects of material deterioration (Ibarra et al. 2005) . Although P-∆ effects are explicitly considered in the numerical models, sensitivity to its effects has not been specifically examined in this research".
Local drift modification factor
The assessment of inelastic demand at a local level (per storey) is determined based on the maximum inter-storey drifts obtained from incremental dynamic analyses, through the inter-storey drift modification factor mod , defined as follows:
where θ max is the maximum inter-storey drift recorded from the NRHA, q ′ is the inelasticity as previously defined, and θ 1,max is the maximum inter-storey drift obtained from pushover analysis corresponding to the formation of the first plastic hinge (i.e. first yield). It should be noted that θ max and θ 1,max may take place at different storeys. The resemblance with δ mod is obvious, hence the discussion of the results below is presented in a similar format. Figure 13 shows the distribution of θ mod for both degrading and non-degrading cases, and for different values of q ′ . As was also observed for δ mod , the higher the inelasticity level, the higher the difference of mean values is between the degrading and non-degrading results. Likewise, when q ′ increases, the dispersion increases between both approaches, although more significantly in the case of the degrading models.
Similarly to the case of δ mod , the main parameters influencing the behaviour of θ mod were found to be q ′ , T 1 /T m , as well as the relative storey stiffness parameter β, as discussed below. For simplicity, a similar nonlinear regression function to that used for δ mod is employed here, and therefore the regression was directly applied to ln(θ mod ) values. The functional form of the relationship for the maximum inter-storey drift modification factor is presented in Eq. (8) and the regression coefficients are shown in Table 6 , jointly with the mean squared error (MSE) (Fig. 14) .
The absolute values of θ mod for every level of q ′ are presented in Fig. 15 . The inclusion of the relative storey stiffness ratio parameter, β, serves to characterise the influence of higher-mode effects in non-degrading models, as discussed above. The influence of several parameters was examined for this purpose, including the first-mode participation factor γ which despite being related θ mod is linearly associated with β. The beam-to-column stiffness ratio, ρ, was also considered but did not provide improved correlation using residuals analyses (Weisberg 2005) . Those parameters, among others, were included as linear corrections in the nonlinear regression, but only β was retained, as indicated in Eq. (8).
The trends obtained for θ mod were in broad agreement with those discussed previously with respect to δ mod . Figure 15a shows a largely flat trend for θ mod throughout the intermediate and high range of tuning period (i.e. for T 1 /T m > 1.0). In contrast, Fig. 15b shows an increasing trend once the second-mode period reaches the mean period of the ground motions in the case of non-degrading models.
Beam rotation modification factor
The maximum inelastic rotation, φ max , at the end of each individual beam element is assessed in this section. Based on the results obtained from the NRHA, the beam rotation modification factor, φ mod , is determined as follows: where 1,max corresponds to the beam inelastic rotation at first yield determined from pushover analysis (see Sect. 3.1) in the same storey where the maximum inter-storey drift, θ max , was computed. The rotations, φ, at the end of the beams are obtained for each modelling approach in a way compatible with the model type. In the degrading case, the rotations are obtained directly from the deformation of the zero-length springs located at the end of the beams. It is recalled that the springs were explicitly defined in terms of moment-rotation behaviour; hence the concentrated rotation is recorded over all the analyses. On the other hand, rotations in the non-degrading models are computed by means of a direct integration of the cross-section. Curvature along the orthogonal axis of the section was defined in the element deformation vector; consequently, the chord rotation was determined throughout the analysis directly from the product of the current element flexibility matrix and the current element basic forces.
A simplified relationship was derived to estimate the maximum beam rotation based on the degrading structural models. As expected, the results indicate a close correlation between φ max and the inter-storey modification factor, θ mod . Since the maximum inelastic rotation is expected to take place where the maximum inter-storey drift is located, a simple relationship to determine φ mod was derived from the results as follows:
This linear correlation between φ mod and θ mod is depicted in Fig. 16a , where the full set of NRHA results is considered including the 4 different levels of inelastic demand ( q ′ ). As anticipated, the relation between φ mod and θ mod is largely independent of the inelastic demand ( q ′ ). Figure 16b illustrates the linear regression used to calculate the parameters in Eq. 10. Since the effect of T 1 /T m is contained within the regression proposed for θ mod , the constant term defining the slope of the linear regression may be discarded.
Conclusions
This paper examined the influence of deterioration modelling, structural characteristics, ground motion frequency content, and level of constant relative strength or inelasticity demand ( q ′ ), on the seismic response of steel moment frames designed according to the provisions of EC8. For this purpose, modelling was carried out with and without cyclic and in-cycle degradation. This enabled direct comparison of the influence of key parameters on the seismic demand. Detailed results from extensive response history analyses, carried out on a set of 54 multi-storey frames and using a suite of 56 ground motion records, were used to propose simple relationships to estimate the inelastic roof (global) drifts, inelastic inter-storey drifts, and beam rotations. In addition to the development of these prediction equations for estimating inelastic seismic demands, the following main observations are worth highlighting:
• The influence of degradation modelling was shown to be significant even at relatively low levels of inelastic demand ( q ′ ), and cannot be disregarded for design level assess-(10) mod = mod ⋅ 1.098 + 0.0074 Fig. 16 Beam rotation modification factor. a mod versus mod linear relation considering all inelasticity levels q ′ , b linear regression of mod ∕ mod throughout the range of T 1 /T m 1 3 ment. It is also significant throughout the range of normalised period ratios (T 1 /T m ), and for both roof drift and inter-storey drift assessments.
• For low levels of the plastic mechanism rate parameter (α o ), and when subjected to ground motion with low mean period (T m ), medium rise frames (i.e. 7 and 9 storeys) modelled with degradation, are prone to demand concentrations (i.e. inter-storey drifts) at lower levels, potentially instigating a relatively early formation of plastic mechanisms.
• Structural systems that are modelled considering degradation phenomena exhibit larger levels of record-to-record response variability compared to commonly-used nondegrading structural systems, which consequently leads to larger uncertainty in the estimation of drifts and rotations.
• In terms of the global modification factor ratio ( deg mod ∕ non−deg mod ), the influence of deterioration on δ mod was found to be more significant in the short region of T 1 /T m . When T 1 /T m is lower than unity, the ratio increases nonlinearly as the inelasticity level increases. For T 1 ∕T m = 0.5 , global modification ratios ranging from 5.5% up to 30% for q ′ = 3 and q ′ = 6, respectively, were obtained. In the middle and longer region of T 1 ∕T m , values ranging from 1.7% up to 15.6% were obtained for q ′ = 3 and q ′ = 6, respectively. • In the case of the local modification factor ratio ( deg mod ∕ non−deg mod ), the observed behaviour was similar to the δ mod case, but in the longer region of T 1 /T m . In the short region of tuning periods, the local modification factor ratio ranged from 7% for q ′ = 3 to 38% for q ′ = 6. In the middle region, no differences in the lowest level of inelastic demand were found, which was in contrast to the 17% local modification factor ratio observed for q ′ = 6. In the larger range of the tuning periods, a reversal of this trend was observed.
• As expected, the maximum beam rotations were found to be linearly related to the maximum inter-storey drifts, largely independently of the modelling approach. Therefore, a simple relationship as a function of θ mod was proposed for estimating the maximum expected beam rotations (φ mod ) based on the results of the degrading models.
• For high values of the plastic mechanism rate (α o ), a concentration of the strength deterioration in the low levels was observed for degrading systems. This produces a change in the inter-storey drifts profile over the height compared to the non-degrading systems.
Overall, this study has provided an insight into the influence of deterioration in multistorey moment framed systems designed to Eurocode 8. The various assessments carried out within this investigation have shown that deterioration modelling can influence the inelastic drift and rotation demand even in design-level performances. In order to facilitate the determination of seismic demands in the framework of current seismic design procedures, with due account of degradation effects, relatively simple relationships for the estimation of the inelastic global and inter-storey drifts, as well as end rotations in beams, were proposed and discussed.
